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LEAN &
GREEN

Talk to us about your transit packaging and see how we can help you
reduce your carbon footprint, save you money and protect your products
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Every organisation has a carbon
footprint. Carbon offsetting is the
way for you to take responsibility for
your carbon emissions.

First steps to carbon offsetting your transit packaging

Transit packaging
survey
Reduce plastic
and C02

Innovative
transit packaging
Introduce carbon
balanced products

We take the strain out of your C02 offsetting
commitments by offering our entire Care range with
a carbon offset option. Speak to us about changing
from your current transit packaging to carbon offset
products, which come backed with a carbon offset
certiﬁcate from one of our partners.

Reduced C02
footprint

Issue carbon offset
certiﬁcation

Less cost, less
waste and less
plastic

Carestretch high-performance pallet wrap provides
superior stretch, increased puncture resistance and
reduced snapping.

Less is more

Using our high-performance Carestretch pallet wrap
means that you will use less ﬁlm and still get outstanding
pallet stability.

Delivered under our Caregrip brand, our anti-slip paper
sheets have a unique coating which provides exceptional
stability when placed between the layers on a pallet.

Our care range of carbon balanced, transit packaging
products deliver exceptional performance whilst being
environmentally friendly.

Created to deliver sector beating performance and be
kinder to the environment; all of our tape range is now
solvent free.

Less plastic used, less to dispose of. Keeping waste to an
absolute minimum is a win-win situation.
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We take a refreshing and
sophisticated approach to proving
how our innovative transit packaging
products will signiﬁcantly improve
your business proﬁtability.

Taking further steps to reduce your carbon footprint

Transit packaging
survey
Reduce plastic
and C02

Innovative
transit packaging
Introduce carbon
balanced products

Issue further carbon
offset certiﬁcate from
Lindum scheme

Issue carbon offset
certiﬁcation

Your carbon footprint can be reduced by carbon
offsetting, which is a form of green trade.

Carbon offset projects provide you with an immediate and
cost-effective way to reduce your carbon emissions and
support essential environmental projects that would not
otherwise happen.
Take a big step towards reducing your carbon
footprint today.

Offset remaining
transit packaging

Reduced C02
footprint

Choosing Lindum Packaging’s carbon balanced products
will offset the carbon emissions of the products
purchased. Boosting your reputation, demonstrating
commercial leadership, helping you to meet your
stakeholder’s interests and enabling you to stand out
from your competition.

Less cost, less
waste, less
plastic and less
environmental
impact

We can offer a transit packaging survey which will
establish your carbon footprint.

We will then be able to make recommendations for
alternative products that are carbon neutral, such as
those in our Care range.

The survey will cover all of the transit packaging materials
you use (even those you choose not to have supplied by
us) so that you can offset your entire transit packaging
carbon footprint.
Following the survey and switch to Lindum carbon
balanced products, you will be able to take the next
step to offset all your remaining transit packaging
requirements by purchasing a certiﬁcate from our carbon
offset scheme.
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Packaging
shouldn’t
cost the
Earth
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No-one wants waste.
The world would be a
better place without it,
but as it stands, the best
anyone can do is keep
it to an absolute minimum.
That’s where we come in.

The UK has become the ﬁrst major economy in the
world to pass laws to end its contribution to global
warming by 2050.

Businesses are becoming increasingly aware of their own
contributions to climate change. Many are now turning to
carbon offsetting as a way of going neutral.

We understand that carbon reduction and limiting the
environmental impact of operations are key parts of many

Corporate Social Responsibility policies.

Carbon balanced packaging helps you to meet your
carbon reduction objectives.

Here at Lindum, we are positive change-makers when
it comes to helping businesses to improve their CO2
footprint. Our transit packaging solutions can also reduce
production downtime, reduce waste and reduce your
costs - giving you more from less.

Delivering Less

